ABOUT POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Poster presentations will be posted on panels for display in the Poster Area, which is on the
ground floor of Administration building of FSFIS “NBG-NSC”.
For poster presentation check the number and dates in the program for poster
presentation.
At the poster site, there will be a designated space for your poster. Make sure that you
attach your poster to a specially allotted place, and remove on the specified time.
Posters will be displayed within the related conference period.
All poster presentations must be posted appropriately during YaltaBiotech 2018 in
order to publish the manuscript in the Acta Horticulturae, an indexed journal.
The Best Student Poster Award will be selected by ISHS Committee.
POSTER GUIDELINES
Please use the following guidelines while preparing your poster:
a) Posters must be prepared in English.
b) When printed, the final dimensions of the poster must be 70 cm (width) x 100 cm
(length).
с) Posters should be formatted as follows:
- Text formatted must be ARIAL font style
- Main title should be at least 44 pt.
- Section headings (introduction, aim, material and methods, results, conclusion) should be
at least 36 pt., bold preferred.
- Text should be at least 20 pt.
- Before you design your poster, consider how much text should appear in the display. the
presentation must be balanced. Posters that contain pictures only will not be counted and
they will be removed.
-Text should be concise enough to be read in under 10 minutes and from a distance of 120
cm (about 4 feet).
- Authors name should be bold and 28 pt, underline name of presenting author.
- Address of all authors should be indicated and 20 pt. Authors names should be in the
same row, separated with a comma. Authors from different institutions must be labeled
with numbers in superscript after names. Only e-mail address of presenting authors should
be given. Phone or fax number is not necessary.
- Use photos, diagrams, graphs or any other artwork as a focal point to attract attention and
these should be easily visible from a distance. Use high-resolution images for best printing
results (at least 200 dpi). Avoid colors that will distract the viewer from the foci of your
presentation. Everything must be laconically.
- Tables should be at least 16 pt and short explanations should be given for tables.
- Discussion part is not obligatory but conclusion should be present.
- In case of reference to the grant or any other funding, please indicate this information at
the bottom of the poster.

